My very unfortunate duty is to point out on a serious flaw in both papers [Bis03a, Bis03b] by Daniel Biss devoted to homotopy type of matroid Grassmanians. Four years passed after the publication, but no errata became available. While the problem was acknowledged and discussed in private correspondence between experts already 2 years ago.
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The mistake is the same for the both papers, it is very simple, looks almost like a typo, but it is located in the key propositions for the induction towers -Proposition 4.5 [Bis03a] Unfortunately this simple mistake vanishes the main theorems of both papers. If one tries to continue the cut and past induction over ||S + || by cutting it on smaller natural pieces then one will quickly face "ball-like" posets formed by weak maps of oriented matroids which has a well known bad habit to be homotopy nontrivial (see for example [MRG93] ). Surprisingly the weak maps of matroids does not appear up to this hidden point in Biss' scheme at all. This looks strange by the reasons of dimension of Grassmanians.
Personally, I don't see currently a way to save Biss' theorems in those strongest form (that finite matroid posets can model finite-dimensional Grassmanians.) While in stable infinite dimensional case when Grassmanian became classifying space for stable vector bundles I think that matroid models really may work very well and one can use much more geometric topology to prove it.
